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} Nuclear Engineering aboratory>-

Agrooment for Off Hours Access

For the privilegs of off hours access into the Nuclem Engin 10 Ing
Reactor Facilit ,I,
(print name in u!!), the undersigned hereby agree to and accept all the
conditions listed below:

1. I understand that any key issued to me is for my use alone. I will
not lond this key to anyone, nor willi have, or permit others to have,
duplications of this key. I will return the key to the Reactor Supervisors

upon completion of my experimental program.

2. I will, prior to entry into the the reactor room, secure the regt lred
personnel monitoring devices and make the appropriNo entries into the
appropriate Logs.

3. I willinsure that the entrance door is closed and locked after my
| entry and that the door is always secured should I leave for any reason.

4. I will not alter or interfere with the reactor or its control console
nor any associated oquipment whatsoever. I will not alter or interfere
with any alarm device which is not part of my exponmental system.,

5. I understand my responsibilities if a security or radiation alarm
should sound while I am in the facility.

6. I will radiation monitor all items and persons that leav? the
facility with me, using the monitors provided in the control room.

7. I understand that if I wish to take any other person
facilit I must make prior arrangements with tne Reactor Su(s) into theporvisor, if
perm ssion is granted I understand that I <am responsible for insuring that
such persons comply will all prnvisions of this agreement.

8. I certify that I have read and understood the Reactor Facility
Operations Manual.

Other Conditions or Restrictions:
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Form approved by Reactor Safoty Committee:

Reactor Administrator:_g bd 2 f / Date: Jorv 27.19M
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